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The Pursuit of Perfection



CT shown with available equipment.

Since our inception more than 20 years ago, our pursuit of perfection has led  

to craftsmanship, innovation and ownership experiences unlike any in the industry. 

Now, with the all-new CT, we’ve created an automobile unlike any in the world. 



CT shown with available equipment.

In addition to offering low emissions and an 
assortment of ecological materials, the CT’s 
combined 42 mpg rating1 makes it the most 
fuel-efficient luxury vehicle.2

Drive Mode Select enables you to customize the 
performance of the CT in four ways: In addition to 
Normal mode, EV3 runs on battery power alone, 
ECO optimizes systems for additional efficiency 
and Sport maximizes performance and steering feel. 
For more information, visit lexus.com/CT/modes.

the black sheep 
of green.

A hybrid isn’t supposed to let you switch driving 

modes for greater efficiency or responsiveness on 

demand. It isn’t supposed to have low-set sport 

seating, Yamaha® performance dampers and a 

rear double-wishbone suspension. And, if it has a 

luxury-best combined 42 mpg rating,1,2 it can’t 

possibly also be as smooth and quiet as a Lexus 

sedan. If you listen to conventional wisdom, a 

hybrid isn’t supposed to be a lot of things. Which is 

exactly why we chose not to listen. The all-new 

CT 200h. Welcome to the darker side of green.



The placement and angle of the driver’s 
seat, steering wheel, accelerator and 
brake pedal were precisely calculated to 
help position the driver’s hip point as 
close to the CT’s center of gravity as 
possible. The result is a driving position 
that provides optimal comfort and a more 
dynamic driving experience overall.

In addition to its optimized position, the 
front seats in the CT feature pronounced 
side bolsters engineered with internal 
wire framing for additional lateral support 
during high-G cornering. The driver’s seat 
also includes power-adjustable lumbar 
support to help provide added comfort 
and reduce driver fatigue.

embraces drivers, 
not conventions.

The ideal driving position. While it may not be 

what you’d expect in a hybrid vehicle, it was 

made a priority when developing the CT. In fact, 

Lexus engineers even went so far as to develop a 

new air intake system to allow the hood to sit 

lower. The purpose: to position the driver as 

close to the car’s center of gravity as possible 

while still maintaining optimal visibility. Strap 

yourself into the low-set bolstered sport seat, 

grab hold of the LFA-inspired wide-grip sport 

steering wheel and take that first corner—we’re 

sure you’ll agree: It was well worth the effort.

CT shown with available equipment.

For your convenience, a standard Electronic Device 
Holder can be adjusted to accommodate music 
players, smartphones and portable navigation devices.

Sport Seat 

CT Sport Seat 



42 MPG.  
200 IQ.

It features the highest combined fuel-efficiency 

rating of any luxury vehicle2: 42 miles per gallon.1 

But, the potential to drive nearly 450 miles4 on less 

than 12 gallons of regular-grade gas is only one 

aspect of its ingenious design. It also features 

extensive use of ecological materials, like carpeting 

composed of 30% plant-based sources. As well  

as a painting process specifically designed for 

reduced environmental impact. And, with more 

than 85% of the vehicle ultimately able to be 

recycled,5 it ensures its design won’t only influence 

the vehicles of the future. It will also help build them. 

Lexus introduced the world’s first luxury hybrid 
more than six years ago and has produced 
more than 96% of all luxury hybrids on the road 
today.6 Now, with a legacy of five generations  
of hybrid technology behind us, the CT has 
pushed the category forward yet again. For 
more information, visit lexus.com/CT/hybrid.
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Every aspect of the CT—from its tapered  
cabin and its LFA-inspired side mirrors to its 
underbody design—has been engineered for 
superior airflow. The result is a low 0.29 
coefficient of drag that not only offers 
improved fuel efficiency, but helps the car 
remain firmly planted of the road. For more 
information, visit lexus.com/CT/design.



   change cars  
mid-commute.

Maybe it’s an unexpected stretch of curvy road or  

a favorite song on your playlist. Whatever your 

motivation, when inspiration strikes, Sport mode 

makes any ride a more exhilarating one.

Whether you’re in a parking garage, rush-hour traffic 

or just in the mood to sit back and enjoy its remarkably 

quiet cabin, ECO and, in some cases, EV3 mode can 

make your drive an even more efficient one.
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ECO, EV & NORMAL

In ECO mode, throttle response and climate 
control are optimized. In EV mode,3 the CT runs 
on battery power alone for short distances and at 
low speeds. Because the gasoline engine is not 
engaged, noise is minimized and emissions are 
eliminated. Depending on driving conditions, both 
settings can noticeably reduce fuel consumption.

SPORT

In Sport mode, illumination of the instrument 
panel and Drive Mode Select switch changes 
from blue to red, and the Hybrid System Indicator 
is replaced with a tachometer. For added 
responsiveness and a more engaging drive, 
steering is made to feel more direct, throttle 
response is increased and the traction and 
stability control systems are made less intrusive.



Strengthened areas

Aluminum areas

Strengthened areas

Aluminum areas

   performance-engineered 
           to evade stereotypes.

There’s no faster way to change the way 

people think about hybrids than by making 

them forget they’re in a hybrid in the first 

place. Which is why we engineered the CT 

to handle as precisely and nimbly as possible. 

For greater agility, it features a MacPherson 

strut suspension in the front and a fully 

independent double-wishbone suspension in 

the rear. For structural rigidity, Yamaha 

lateral performance dampers are used in the 

front and rear while optimized weld points 

and extensive bracing are used throughout. 

And, for a more engaging ride and optimal 

weight distribution, it was designed with new 

low-set sport seating and centrally mounted 

hybrid components. For more information, 

visit lexus.com/CT/handling.

For a more distinctive appearance and an even
greater performance edge, these available 
17-inch alloy wheels7 are the first of several 
track-tested high-performance F SportTM

accessories8* to be offered on the CT. 

*Availability TBD—See dealer for details.CT shown with available equipment.

Typically only found on limited-edition 
high-performance vehicles, the lateral 
performance dampers on the CT were 
developed by Yamaha to provide 
additional rigidity to the chassis while 
also minimizing vibrations. The result: 
enhanced handling, a more linear 
steering feel and a ride that’s as 
comfortable as it is invigorating.    

To help ensure a low center of gravity 
for greater agility, components are 
optimally placed and lightweight 
materials are used extensively 
throughout the CT. Aluminum can be 
found in body components such as 
the hood and rear door, while the body 
itself also includes a significant amount 
of lightweight high-tensile steel. 
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the seating is new, 
the unrelenting standards are not.

While its fit and finish are as impeccable as you’d expect in a 

Lexus, the all-new NuLuxe seating material offers more than 

just good looks. It weighs half as much as leather and its manufacturing process generates 65% fewer CO
2
 emissions and no VOCs.9 

Available in three unique colors, it can also be complemented by one of three available dash panels offered by your Lexus dealer.

Passenger-side dash panels are available in three 
distinctive trims: genuine bamboo, striated graphite 
metallic and genuine matte brown ash burl.



standard and compatible portable audio players 

can be connected and controlled through USB or 

Bluetooth technology.®15 For your convenience, an 

Electronic Device Holder is also included to 

accommodate music players, smartphones and 

portable navigation devices. Among its other 

innovations, an available eight-inch LCD screen 

can retract from the dash, providing you voice-

activated access to its Navigation System.10 All the 

while, available XM NavWeatherTM10,14 and XM 

NavTraffic®10,14 can provide helpful, real-time traffic 

and weather updates—including warnings about 

upcoming storms and road congestion. 

The CT has already left quite an impression on 

the industry. But, make no mistake, it can have a 

similar impact on the driver. Take the audio system. 

The speaker diaphragms are derived from 

bamboo so they’re not only lighter, they’re thinner 

and stiffer. Which, in turn, makes them sound 

better. With the available 10-speaker system, 

sound quality is further enhanced with a new 

amplifier that uses 50% less power and is 26% 

lighter than a conventional one. Specifically tuned 

to the acoustics of the CT’s quiet cabin, its 

low-volume performance is exceptional. To put 

either system to good use, XM Radio10,14 comes 

CT shown with available equipment.

LEXUS NAVIGATION and ENFORM

The available voice-activated HDD Navigation System10 isn’t only one of 
the fastest and most accurate systems on the market, it’s also designed to 
be one of the most convenient. With available Lexus Enform,®11,12 you have 
24-hour access to live navigation assistance and the ability to upload 
destinations from your computer or by using the complimentary 
smartphone application. For more information, visit lexus.com/CT/enform.

BAMBOO SPEAKER DESIGN

Both the 6-speaker and available 10-speaker sound systems feature the 
world’s first automotive speakers constructed with sustainable bamboo 
and resin. As a benefit of this innovative design, the injection-molded 
diaphragms are thinner, stiffer, lighter and offer a wider frequency range 
than conventional speaker diaphragms, resulting in additional sound 
clarity and more natural acoustics.

REMOTE TOUCH

Included with the available Navigation System,10 the available award-winning 
Remote Touch13 functions similarly to a computer mouse, enabling you 
to easily move through logical menus of the CT’s features. Ergonomically 
designed with a fingertip toggle pad, haptic feedback and buttons 
on either side, it’s located centrally for you and your front passenger’s 
comfort and convenience.

SOUND IMAGING

The available 10-speaker system features an amplifier that’s the first of 
its kind on a Lexus hybrid. Consuming 50% less power and weighing 
26% less than a conventional amplifier, it provides a natural soundscape 
regardless of seating position through state-of-the-art sound imaging 
technology. And, because the system was specifically tuned to the 
acoustics of the CT’s quiet cabin, it performs well at all volume levels.

       a car that changes 
                     everything. 
even the way you hear.
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one more way  
it excels at handling.

Handling hairpins and S-curves isn’t nearly as impressive 

if you can’t also handle the day-to-day. Fortunately, the five- 

door design of the CT provides the ultimate in flexibility  

and convenience. And, with the added versatility of a 

60/40-split rear seat and secondary rear 

storage compartment with built-in 

organizer, getting on the road is as 

easy as it is fun.

STORAGE COMPARTMENT

Components were strategically placed lower and closer to the car’s center of gravity, enhancing 
performance and creating enough room for an additional hidden storage compartment in the rear.

60/40 FOLDING REAR SEAT

A folding 60/40-split rear seat can accommodate cargo of multiple shapes and sizes. 
With both seats folded flat, the CT offers more than 30 cubic feet of storage.16
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LED HEADLAMPS

The CT features up to 89 individual light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs). Among them, standard daytime 
running lights provide an aggressive appearance. 
And, striking in their own right, available low-beam 
LED headlamps use less energy, last longer and 
illuminate faster than conventional bulbs. For more 
information, visit lexus.com/CT/LED.

PRE-COLLISION  SYSTEM

The CT features an available Pre-Collision System 
(PCS)18 that’s designed to recognize and, if possible, 
help to avoid potential frontal collisions. After visually 
and audibly alerting the driver of a possible impact, 
if the system determines a collision is imminent, it can 
proactively retract the front seatbelts, engage the 
Brake Assist19 system and, in some cases, even apply 
the brakes to help reduce impact speed.  

WHIPLASH INJURY LESSENING (WIL) SEATS20

In the event of certain rear-end collisions, the front 
seatbacks in the CT are designed to push backward, 
allowing the occupant to sink into the seat. This can 
help to limit excessive head movement by reducing 
the space between the occupant’s head and headrest, 
decreasing the severity of whiplash injury. For more 
information on this and other safety features, visit 
lexus.com/CT/safety.

AVAILABLE BACKUP CAMERA

An available backup camera17 system can 
display a wide-angle view of what the camera 
detects behind the vehicle on the available 
navigation screen or, if selected as an 
individual option, in a section of the rearview 
mirror itself.

to understand why 
it’s so far ahead, just look

where it began.
The all-new CT wasn’t only engineered to be 

the next great Lexus Hybrid, it was engineered 

to be the next great Lexus. Period. In fact, it 

was designed by the same chief engineer who 

brought us our most luxurious vehicle to date—

the LS 600h L. While its sculpted front end 

introduces a new design direction for Lexus, 

the rigorous standards behind its manufacture 

remain unchanged: An exterior polished by 

hand. Air in the painting facility kept as clean 

as the Earth’s stratosphere. And an exhaustive 

test drive over a variety of road conditions 

by a specialist thoroughly familiar with the 

CT—and all that its emblem represents.



option packages* (CT 200h  Premium) accessories*

Exterior lower door moldings

Illuminated door sills

Dash panels – bamboo, matte brown ash burl and striated graphite metallic

Car cover

Glass breakage sensor

Remote engine starter22

Paint protection film23

Rear bumper protector (Metallic finish)

Wheel locks

Premium carpet floor mats24

Cargo liner

Cargo net – envelope

Cargo net – spider

Carpet cargo mat

Cargo tray

Rear bumper appliqué

First aid kit

Ashtray

F SPORT EQUIPMENT8†

17-in trident-5-spoke alloy wheels7

 *Please see inside back cover for more information regarding options/packages.  
†Availability TBD - See dealer for details.

For details on accessories available through your Lexus dealer,  
please visit lexus.com/CT/accessories.

PREMIUM AUDIO PACK AGE

Lexus 10-speaker Premium Sound System with Automatic Sound Levelizer (ASL) 
and in-dash, single-feed, 6-disc CD auto-changer

Electrochromic (auto-dimming) inside mirror with compass (compass not included if 

equipped with Navigation)

HomeLink® universal transceiver to operate compatible garage, gate, home lighting 
and home security systems

NAVIGATION PACK AGE (REQUIRES PREMIUM AUDIO PACK AGE)

HDD Navigation System10 including Remote Touch13 device, voice command, 
retractable color LCD display with integrated backup camera17 and enhanced 
Bluetooth15 technology 

XM NavTraffic,10,14 XM NavWeather10,14 and XM Sports and Stocks.10,14 Subscription 
required. 90-day trial subscription included

Lexus Enform11,12 offers Destination Assist and eDestination. Subscription required. 
One-year trial subscription included 

LEATHER PACK AGE (REQUIRES PREMIUM AUDIO PACK AGE)

Perforated leather-trimmed interior

Lexus Memory System to control power driver’s seat (except lumbar) and outside 
mirrors

Electrochromic (auto-dimming) outside mirrors with auto-tiltdown in reverse

Rain-sensing variable intermittent windshield wipers

options* (CT 200h  Premium)

Pre-Collision System (PCS)18 and Dynamic Radar Cruise Control21 (requires 

Navigation and Leather Packages)

Electrochromatic (auto-dimming) inside mirror with compass and backup camera17

LED low-beam headlamps with dynamic auto-leveling and headlamp washers

exterior colors

dash panel accessory triminterior colors

TUNGSTEN PEARL

OBSIDIAN

STARFIRE PEARL

DAYBREAK YELLOW MICA

SMOKY GR ANITE MICA

MATADOR RED MICA

FIRE AGATE PEARL

ECRU NULUXE

WATER GR AY 
LEATHER*

CAR AMEL NULUXE

BLACK LEATHER*

BLACK NULUXE STRIATED GR APHITE 
METALLIC†

MATTE BROWN  
ASH BURL†

BAMBOO †

color availability

Caramel NuLuxe

Ecru NuLuxe

Black NuLuxe

Black Leather*

Water Gray Leather*

Tungsten  
Pearl

Starfire 
Pearl

Smoky 
Granite  

Mica
Fire Agate 

Pearl Obsidian
Matador Red 

Mica

Daybreak 
Yellow
Mica
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*Perforated leathers are available.  †Dash panel trim is optional.



general body and dimensions

wheels

 Five-passenger hybrid five-door luxury 
sedan

Welded-steel unibody

3,130 lb (1,420 kg)

TYPE

CONSTRUCTION

CURB WEIGHT

WHEELBASE                                     102.4 in (2,600 mm)

HEIGHT 
56.7 in (1,440 mm)

WIDTH                   69.5 in (1,765 mm)

HEADROOM 
front/rear w/out moonroof
37.8/37.0 in (960/940 mm)

CARGO CAPACITY
14.3 cu ft (405 L)16 (behind rear seats) 

FUEL-TANK CAPACITY
11.9 gal (45 L)

SHOULDER ROOM 
front/rear
53.9/52.6 in (1,370/1,335 mm)

HIP ROOM 
front/rear
53.0/51.8 in (1,345/1,315 mm)

LEG ROOM
front/rear 
41.5/32.9 in (1,055/835 mm)

OVER ALL  LENGTH                                                                                        170.1 in (4,320 mm)
F Sport 17-in trident-5-spoke 

alloy wheels7,8

17-in 10-spoke alloy wheels7

hybrid system performance

chassis

drivetrain

ENGINE

DISPLACEMENT

VALVETR AIN

COMPRESSION R ATIO

ELECTRIC-DRIVE 
MOTOR

TOTAL SYSTEM 
HORSEPOWER

FUEL REQUIREMENT

EMISSION R ATING

In-line 4, Atkinson cycle, aluminum block and head

1.8 liters (110 cubic inches) 

 Dual cam, four valves per cylinder, with continuously 
Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i) 

13.0:1 

High-output, permanent-magnet, electric-drive motor 
with EV mode3

134 hp

Regular unleaded, 87 octane

Certified Super Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle (SULEV II)

0 – 60 MPH ACCELER ATION

TOP TR ACK SPEED 
(electronically limited)

EPA FUEL ECONOMY ESTIMATES
(city/highway/combined)

AERODYNAMIC DR AG COEFFICIENT

TURNING CIRCLE

9.8 seconds25

113 mph25

43/40/42 mpg1

0.29

34.2 ft

TR ANSMISSION

DRIVE WHEELS

Electronically controlled Continuously Variable 
Transmission (ECVT)

Front-wheel drive

SUSPENSION

STEERING

BR AKES

WHEELS AND 
TIRES

Front: Independent, MacPherson struts with coil springs, 
low-friction shock absorbers and stabilizer bar 

Rear: Independent, double-wishbone with coil springs, 
low-friction shock absorbers and stabilizer bar

Front and rear lateral performance dampers by Yamaha

Electronic Power Steering (EPS) system

Four-wheel power-assisted discs with Electronic Controlled 
Braking (ECB), four-sensor, four-channel Anti-lock Braking 
System (ABS), Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and 
Brake Assist19

10.0-in ventilated front, 10.9-in solid rear discs with 
regenerative braking function

Standard: 17 x 7.0-in 10-spoke alloy wheels with 215/45R17 
all-season tires.7 Compact spare tire/wheel

Available: F Sport 17 x 7.0 trident-5-spoke alloy wheels with 
215/45R17 all-season tires.7,8 Compact spare tire/wheel

ECVT AND HIGH-OUTPUT 
ELECTRIC-DRIVE MOTOR

HYBRID INVERTER/CONVERTER

ATKINSON CYCLE ENGINE

BATTERY



XXX-XXX-XXXXX

FSC Mixed Sources label:

Products with a Mixed Sources label support the development of responsible
forest management worldwide. The wood comes from FSC certified well 
managed forests,company controlled sources and/or recycled material.
Company controlled sources are controlled, in accordance with FSC
standards, to exclude illegally harvested timber, forests where high conservation 
values are threatened, genetically modified organisms, violation of people’s civil and
traditional rights and wood from forests harvested for the purpose of converting the
land to plantations or other non-forest use.The recycling symbol identifies 
post-consumer recycled content in these products.

ACTIVE SAFETY

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)30

Traction Control (TRAC)

Four-wheel power-assisted disc brakes

Electronic Controlled Braking (ECB)

Four-sensor, four-channel Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

Brake Assist19

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)

Smart Stop Technology31

Direct Tire Pressure Monitor System32

Water-repellent front-door glass

LED daytime running lights

Integrated foglamps

LED taillamps

Variable intermittent windshield wipers with mist function

Intermittent rear-window wiper with washer

Rear-window defogger with auto-off timer

Power-adjustable outside mirrors with turn indicators and defoggers

PASSIVE SAFETY

Driver’s and front passenger’s advanced airbag system (SRS)33

Front seat-mounted side airbags (SRS)33

Driver’s and front passenger’s knee airbags (SRS)33

Front and rear side curtain airbags (SRS)33

Whiplash Injury Lessening (WIL) front seats20

Three-point seatbelts for all seating positions, pre-tensioners with force limiters for 
front seats

Automatic Locking Retractor/Emergency Locking Retractor (ALR/ELR) seatbelts 
for all passenger seating positions. Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) only for 
driver’s seat

Height-adjustable front shoulder belt anchors

Child Restraint Seat (CRS) tether anchor brackets for rear outboard seating 
positions

Highly rigid body structure with front and rear crumple zones

Impact-dissipating upper interior trim

Collapsible steering column

SECURITY

Safety Connect®11,34 offers Automatic Collision Notification, Stolen Vehicle 
Location, Emergency Assistance Button (SOS) and Enhanced Roadside 
Assistance35 services. Subscription required. One-year trial subscription included

Vehicle theft-deterrent and engine-immobilizer system22

First aid kit

LUXURY AND CONVENIENCE

SmartAccess22,26 with push-button Start/Stop and touch sensors on exterior 
front-door handles 

Power tilt-and-slide moonroof with one-touch open/close and sliding sunshade 
(CT 200h Premium)

Dual-zone automatic climate control with interior air filter

Tilt-and-telescopic steering column 

Power windows with one-touch auto open/close

Power door locks

Cruise control

Center console with cupholders and storage bin

Lexus Personalized Settings (LPS)27 to customize select electronic functions

Illuminated entry system

Dual illuminated visor vanity mirrors

SEATING AND TRIM

NuLuxe-trimmed interior

Leather-trimmed steering wheel

Chrome-finished shift knob

10-way power driver’s seat (including lumbar); 4-way manual front passenger’s seat 

Heated front seats (CT 200h Premium)

Height-adjustable headrests for all seating positions

COMMUNICATION , AUDIO AND NAVIGATION

Lexus 6-speaker Sound System with Automatic Sound Levelizer (ASL) and in-dash 
CD player

XM Radio.10,14 Subscription required. 90-day trial subscription included

USB and auxiliary iPod28/MP3/Windows Media® Audio (WMA) port

Bluetooth technology15

Bluetooth audio29 profile for wireless integration of compatible music players with 
in-vehicle audio system

Electronic Device Holder

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

Steering-wheel-mounted audio and display controls

Multi-information display

Drive Mode Select with Normal, Sport, ECO and EV (Electric Vehicle)3 driving 
modes

Selectable blue or red instrumentation lighting

Selectable ECO driving indicator or tachometer

Automatic on/off headlamps with auto-off delay

Interior fuel-filler door release

Outside temperature gauge

standard luxury features standard safety and security features


